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Sometimes the past is best left buriedÃ‚Â Meredith King longs for escape. Life in Deer Run is

stifling, the Amish town too small for a modern woman staying just to care for her ailing mother.

When a friend enlists her help in clearing the name of an Amish boy whose decades-old death is

still shrouded in mystery, she welcomes the distraction. But when a ghost from her own past

reappears, there is suddenly a lot more at stake.Ã‚Â Zach Randal was always a bad boy, and their

romance never had a chance. As charming as ever, he returns to town on the heels of a deadly new

threat. Is Zach as dangerous as Meredith was always led to believe? Or is the attraction they both

feel the only thing that can save them from harm?
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Search The Dark is the second book of the Watcher of the Dark series. The theme is a good way to

describe the series because I have read all three books and the characters feel that they are being

watched from time to time. This second book is about Meredith King, one of the three friends who

spent a summer together twenty years ago. The group included Meredith, Rachel Mason and



Lainey Colton, a niece of neighbor, Rebecca. In the first book, we are told about a sad event

involving two teenagers that shaped the lives of all those that were involved and watched it happen.

Meredith rekindled an old friendship with Rachel Mason when she returned with her young daughter

after inheriting her mother in law's home after her death. Rachel is starting up a bed and breakfast

next door. Their friendship has stirred up old memories from the summer events of twenty years

ago. Meredith was very close to Zach Randal, a "bad boy" in high school but her mother was

unhappy about the relationship and falsely accused Zach of stealing from her and he was forced to

leave town. Zach is back to deal with his old home left to him by his step mother, the last of his

relatives in Deer Run. Zach wants to get rid of the property as soon as possible and leave Deer Run

and unhappy memories behind. He is living in Pittsburgh now and working as a detective with the

police department. He is staying at the Willows Bed and Breakfast across the street from Meredith

and her mom so it is inevitable that he and Meredith would run into each other. Meredith is tied to

Deer Run by her needy mother who controls Meredith's life by her demands. Her father has been

dead for years and was formerly Amish but left his faith to marry Meredith's mother. Meredith's

mother looks down on the Amish side of the family. Meredith walks a tightrope dealing with her

mother's wishes, keeping up her relationship with her Amish family and now getting to know Zach

again. We thought mysteries surrounding the summer twenty years ago were solved in the first book

but things start happening again that prove that there is unfinished business. The story continues in

the second book to keep you interested to the end with suspenseful twists and turns as Meredith

and Zach deal with events involving them.

Impeccable pacing really draws out the suspense in Perry's latest release. Love the tag line --

sometimes the past is best left buried -- it really sets a lovely sinister tone for the book. :-) And the

blend of English and Amish adds just enough cultural diversity to make things really interesting.

Then there's the bad-boy-turned-good hero who really stirs things up for the heroine...and the whole

town for that matter. There are plenty of surprises in the pages of this books and a lovely rekindling

romance that swept me away. You won't want to put this one down until you reach the end.

The author achieved a good blend of suspense and romance. I'm look forward to the book in the

Watcher in the dark.

Love, love, love Marta Perry!! Excellent book, snd the editing is wonderful, unlike many books I've

read.Search the Darkness begins by checking into a years old incident, where a young Amish man



dies. But, what is the truth surrounding his death??Marta Perry's ability to keep the reader's

attention and weave suspense is excellent, and I really love how she combines the Englisher snd

Amish world- not just in romance. I heartily recommend this book!

I like Marta Perry's books with the Amish theme. Remember these have an Amish theme so if you

expect hot romance and sex scenes, you will be disappointed. Somewhat predictable, but the plus

for me is Marta's ability to add details of Amish life without losing the thread of the story.

Marta Perry has a way of writing that keeps a person in the book till the very end. She is very good

at keeping the suspect a secret until the last possible moment. l love reading her books and would

recommend them to all. when I have read the last book in a series like this one, I can hardly wait to

start the next one.

GOOD

Every book of Marta Perry's that I have read has been just great.....the kind that you don't want to

put down. Search the Dark was equally as interesting, and I especially loved the Fatal series about

the D.C. detective and Senator. I'm definitely waiting on the next installment of that series.
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